Law Office Entrepreneurship - Jefferson-Bullock - Section: Intersession

**Law Practice Management in a Nutshell 2003**
Munneke, Gary A.
Thomson West  ISBN: **0314211748**
First Week's Reading: posted to TWEN

**Law Practice Management: Materials and Cases 3rd**
Munneke, Gary A
Thomson West ISBN: **0314162666**
First Week's Reading: posted to TWEN

Mediation Advocacy - Woodley - Section: Intersession

**Mediation Advocacy Course**  TWEN Site
TWEN Site  ISBN: **to be provided by Professor Woodley**
First Week's Reading: TWEN: GC #1-6; OD #1-8

**Getting to YES: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In Revised Edition 2011**
Fisher, Ury, and Patton
First Week's Reading: None

Mediation Advocacy - Woodley - Section: Intersession

**Mediation Representation: Advocating as a Problem-Solver 3rd**
Harold I. Abramson
First Week's Reading: TEXT: Chap. 1, pp. 1-18. TWEN: GC #1-6; OD #1-8